Up and down Mt Kinabalu,
Borneo
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Brian Chung, a member for four
years, modestly says he climbs
‘to stay in good health’. Here he
describes a recent hair raising
4095m climb of Mt Kinabalu in
Borneo and a descent using the
world’s highest ‘Via Ferrata’.
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Mt Kinabalu (4095M), a UNESCO
World Heritage site, is in the Sabah
region of Malaysia. Rather than take
the normal summit trail down, I chose
to descend from the summit by the
World’s highest Via Ferrata as
recorded in the Guinness Book of
Records.
(Via Ferratas (Italian for ‘iron roads’)
were originally developed in Italy
during WW1 to assist alpine troops to
quickly cross mountains. They consist
of a steel cable running along the
route, fixed every 3-10 metres to the
rock. The climber is able to secure
him/herself to the cable, limiting any
fall.)
The climb was on a granite mountain
in sub alpine conditions and was
structured
over
three
days:

Day 1: Acclimatisation day at 1500m
altitude
at
Kundasang
Borneo.
Day 2: Climb 1423m to Basecamp
Pendant Hut (3289m)
Day 3: Climb 806m to Low’s peak
summit (4095m), then descend by Via
Ferrata down climb and traverse to
Basecamp and then hike down to
starting point. So for the day, that
included an ascent of 806m and a total
descent of 2229m.

appearance of fixed ropes to assist in
the climb. After about three hours, we
could see Low’s Peak in the distance.
Eventually, we had to scramble up the
peak but to my amazement there were
at least 50 other climbers hogging
access, so we had to bide our time
before I was able to take a photo, and
yes, you can’t see the peak because
of the
other climbers. Crazy.
Nevertheless, it was an exhilarating
moment to reach the summit.

First step
On day two, I met, Nani, my local
mountain guide at Kinabalu National
Park HQ. She was a diminutive
woman weighing, at most, 40kg and
about 150cm in height.
However, looks can be deceiving and
she proved to be both fit and strong.

____________________________

…in Bush Club speak it would
be a 6…
____________________________

S

he got me to lead along the
rocky upward trail to basecamp,
Pendant Hut. It was hard going
and I needed to rest occasionally to
catch my breath. The rain came and
my pants and pack were getting wet.
Eventually reached basecamp after a
hike of 4 hours 40 minutes. Legs
feeling sore and stiff. That night I was
unable to sleep as there was too much
noise and light in our dormitory.
The following morning, with headlamp
and helmet, I departed in darkness at
2.45am with Nani for the 806m ascent
summit attempt. Almost immediately,
we encountered a traffic jam. There
were a lot of climbers blocking the
summit
trail,
so
Nani
started
overtaking and weaving around the
other climbers.
The rocky sides of the mountain were
getting steeper and coincided with the

Nani and I quickly left the peak as I
had to meet my Via Ferrata (VF)
guide, John, for the VF traverse and
downclimb back to basecamp. This VF
I chose is rated Assez Difficile (AD).
Here in Malaysia, they use a belay
rope in addition to a VF lanyard for
safety. It took about four hours to
complete and was great fun, included
three bridges. And I was away from
the crowds. My guide took the photos
and kept me entertained. I didn’t find it
too difficult but my arms started to tire
when coupled with all the other
climbing activities of the day.

N

ani and I left basecamp for the
long bumpy down trail hike
back to the Timpohon Gate,
starting point of our climb. It was the
only section that I used a walking pole.
I was favouring my right knee. Nani
noticed, and offered to carry my
rucksack but I declined. After three
and a half hours, we reached the
starting point. My legs were stiff and
sore. We had finally completed a total

of 2229m ascent and 2229m descent
over two days.

A few thoughts
The Mt Kinabalu climb was a great
experience, physically demanding on
par with my previous alpine climbs but
lower technically.
Most painful part was the downhill
descent on the rocky trail to the start.
Most tiring was the 1423m climb to
basecamp with full backpack. Longest
day was summit day of 14 hours. This
climb would be suitable for any
reasonably fit walker with sound joints
looking for a trekking peak. In Bush
Club speak, you would rate this climb
as a 6. If the Via Ferrata descent is
considered too technical, one can
descend via the normal summit trail.

Mt Kinabalu

Melissa Newman, tough and
(sometimes) freezing
By Michael Keats
There is a shooting gallery game
where images, or models, pass by at
speed and the player has to ‘knock
out’ as many as possible to win a
prize. The outcome is rigged so a
perfect score, or even a significant
payout score, is nigh impossible. If an
astute player shows signs of winning,
the operator varies the speed, again
reducing the chances of winning.
Listening to Melissa Newman recount
her story, the parallels between her life

and the gallery game are close.The
difference is, in defiance of the odds,
Melissa keeps coming back, stronger
each time, arguably one of the most
decorative additions to the walking,
canyoning and abseiling landscape in
Sydney,

I first met Melissa in 2005 on a walk
led by Graham Conden to Scatters
Canyon, exiting via Hailstorm Retreat.
She exuded confidence, competence
and
capability,
veiled
by
an
understated
natural
leadership
matched with a bubbly, vibrant
personality. In those early days, there
was also a blonde ponytail, which
flagged to the world an image of
perpetual youth and energy. This
image was reinforced when I acquired
Rick Jamison’s Canyons Near Sydney
(4th edition). As I pulled it from its
wrapper, it fell open at page 51 and
there, staring at me, was Melissa’s
beaming smile and hallmark ponytail
as she confidently descended into
Breakfast Creek Canyon.

Themed walks
Since that time, I have walked,
abseiled, and canyoned with her many
times. One of the most memorable
activities was on the Passes of Narrow
Neck, an abseiling/walking series
devised and staged by John Cooper
in 2007. On track discussions with
John in 2012, when we discussed the
evolution of the series and how this
stimulated members interest in themed

walks, Melissa’s input was a vital part
of the success of the program.
During the program, Melissa was
John’s
able
lieutenant.
This
spectacular, adrenalin packed series
resulted in fellow member Brian Fox
and myself teaming up and writing the
definitive work, The Passes of Narrow
Neck
which
included
the
acknowledgement:
Melissa Newman is special. As an
expert abseiler, she is fearless. As a
mentor, she is encouraging. When it
comes to safety, she is insistent that
every detail is correct. Melissa
commands enormous respect within
the group, The Bush Club and the
wider bushwalking fraternity.
How did Melissa become the iconic
figure she is? Determined to find out,
we are sitting together in the
Cumberland State Forest café on an
autumn afternoon in 2012 as I probe
into the mix of genetic material and
environmental factors that created
such a person.

Early adventurer
She grew up in the Adelaide foothills,
up from Brownhill Creek. It was a
childhood of tadpoles, inquisitive
adventures, family picnics, walks with
dad and exploring. Being outside
doing anything was fine by her: ‘My
sense of adventure I got from my
Tassie born father, who used to scare
mum
with
his
exploits
while
bushwalking in Adelaide before
children came along. Dad and I went
on bushwalks together and he came
along on many club walks before his
Parkinson’s Disease made walking
difficult.’
Probing deeper, Melissa explained a
bit about her self-reliance. She is the
second of four siblings. Poor timing
required her mother to devote most of
her attention to number three, before
‘number two’ had a real look in. In
short, Melissa learned very quickly to
be self reliant, decisive and to cope
with the needs of others.

The family moved to Sydney in 1973
and settled in North Rocks. Melissa
worked in the heart of Sydney and
often walked the Harbour Bridge and
back in her lunch hour to dissipate her
nervous energy and gain strength to
face the afternoon of work.
In 1994, hankering to be out walking in
the bush, she enrolled in Macquarie
Evening
College’s
course
on
bushwalking.
The
tutor,
Herb
Lippmman’s
enthusiasm
for
bushwalking rubbed off and proved to
be a life changing initiative. He led
many walks in the Greater Blue
Mountains NP and Sydney environs.
Sadly, Herb was killed in a bus crash
in Tibet in 2003.
Melissa’s first canyon trip was to
Rockey Creek Canyon in 1995 led by
_______________________________

…one very cold lady…
_______________________________
Herb’s son, Konrad. Wet suits were
recommended, but not provided so
Melissa emerged wildly stimulated but
also one very cold lady. Her second
canyon experience was two weeks
later to Kalang Canyon in the
Kanangra Boyd NP with nine abseils,
followed in quick succession by
Empress, Claustral and others – still
without a wetsuit.

A

year later she joined the
National Parks Association and
went on many canyon trips with
Rick Jamison. She also joined Chase
Alive, a walking group sponsored by
Ku-ring-gai Municipal Council and
Three Peaks Outdoor Club. And, she
bought a wetsuit.

Injured and benighted
In 1997, while doing Kanangra Main
canyon in Kanangra Boyd NP, she
was injured while abseiling through a

gushing waterfall, and due to the
excessive water in the canyon, was
also benighted. Only one month later
while in Starlight Canyon at Newnes, a
lady from the Army Reserve,
reportedly one of the ‘tough breed’
froze on the second abseil; she could
not
cope
and
required
some
assistance to finish. Melissa found
such false bravado unacceptable and
this incident steeled her resolve to
become fully competent in all aspects
of rope work, abseiling and canyoning.

A

year later, she joined Bicycle
NSW and went on many rides
which meant juggling walks,
rides,
canyons
and
abseiling,
sometimes being out on both days of
the weekend, while still working
fulltime.

Melissa’s two qualifying walks in 2002
were to Splendour Rock from Carlon’s
Farm with Michael Smith, and
crossing Mount Solitary from Kings
Tableland to the Golden Stairs with
Ron Mead.
In all this frenetic activity, there were
circumstances where accidents were
not part of the plan, yet it was a matter
of keeping going rather than giving in
to pain. Whilst such an approach
enabled bike rides, multi day walks
and other events to be completed, the
cumulative effects have taken their toll.
In 1977 it was a surfing accident that
caused neck compression injuries; a
car accident in 1985, and in 1991 a fall
off a bicycle that would later come
back to haunt her. A fall on the Linden
Pass in the Blue Mountains in 1996,
added further stress to her body, and
in 2008 a 4m fall at the ruins at the old
State Mine Gully colliery has had
lasting repercussions.

In 2010, she took a nasty fall off her
pushbike while in Victoria on the first
day of a seven day ride, and a year
later, fell off a motorbike on the way to
Tasmania. On both occasions, she did
what she always does, hopped straight
back on and continued the trips.This
last fall resulted in a broken tailbone,
which put paid to walking, canyoning
and cycling for a while.
While recuperating she spent quality
time with her father, who by then had
gone to a nursing home where he
passed away in 2012.

Nothing stops her
Melissa is not one to give up the fight
to be part of the great outdoors easily.
It was with more than a small measure
of pride that she recounted a list of her
recent achievements. Since March,
she has walked to Dr Darkes Cave,
with side trips to more difficult viewing
points over the Grose Valley. She has
done a 48km bike ride to Brighton-leSands, Birrabang Canyon and walked
or cycled every weekend since,
weather permitting: ‘I even went down
and up Perry’s, slower than I have
done in the past, but I wasn’t
completely exhausted.’

---ooOoo---

Recognise this man?
It’s trimmed down Cavan Hogue – 20
kilos lighter - on his recent Woy Woy
to Umina walk. What’s his secret?
‘Simple. Eat less than you exercise.’
The hardest part? ‘Not having a beer
for four months.’

Henry Creek Pass to Rock
Island
by Michael Keats
Photos: Brian Fox

How little we know, or have
documented about, the Wollemi
Wilderness. Discoveries made on a
recent walk drove that message home.
We were for most of the time less than
2km from well established roads and
tracks, yet we enjoyed experiences
few of the bushwalking fraternity have
attempted, and as far as I am aware,
no one else has documented, except
for perhaps some private diary notes.

T

his walk continued a series of
exploratory
walks,
largely
inspired by the late David
Blackwell, of the triumvirate of
walkers who developed the name,
Gardens of Stone National Park, and
who first drew my attention to the
singularity of the feature known as
Rock Island which is a large (1.5km by
0.5km), almost bald ‘rock’ located in
the south west of the Mount Morgan
topographic map.

Prior to this, I had made several forays
into the country between Tiger Snake
Canyon track and Deanes Creek, and
north to Constance Point. I had also
initiated exploration of Deanes Creek
from the Deanes Creek Trail largely
inspired by research by David W.
Noble and Geoff Jones. This terrain

is wild but not impossible to walk, and
we now know it was inhabited by
Aboriginal people with confirmed art
sites being ‘discovered’ on Henry
Creek, an unnamed tributary of
Deanes Creek, and Rock Island.

T

he unnamed creek entry or
Henry Pass is a delight, but
does have a few challenging
clambers before you can walk against
the base of the cliffs on the southern
side until you reach the junction with
Henry Creek.This junction is in a truly
spectacular setting, the towering cliffs
of Henry Creek Canyon framing the
tall Coachwood forest; it also features
a superb, almost circular sandy pool
surrounded by ferns - complemented
by a series of sloping rocks that
overview the pool.

It is a rarely visited location, a
pilgrimage to be savoured. Our
business was further downstream, so
we moved along continuing to enjoy
the rich diversity of this canyon. A
beautiful fungus was spotted on a
small twig. Less than 2cm, it had a
saffron, orange–yellow cap covered
with coarse flexuose hispid processes.
It was as though it was wearing a wig.
Fungi Map Australia has identified it as
Cyptotrama aspratum.

W

e arrived at the junction of
Henry Creek and Deanes
Creek and, although we
could not see it, about 100m above
and due south was the Scimitar Slot
Canyon, an unusual structure on the

point of the cliff edge between the two
creeks. Down where we were it was
another world. A single specimen of
the Swamp Gum, Tristaniopsis laurina,
covered in yellow gold flowers, over
arched our morning tea site, a special
place indeed.

Eastern Water Dragon
A side gully to the north looked
promising as a starting point to begin
the ascent. It was an easy clamber up
a few metres where we entered a fine
overhang. We walked the length of this
and into a section of rain forest. At the
low point in the valley, we crossed the
drainage system to the east. A well
camouflaged Eastern Water Dragon,
Physignathus
leisueri,
was
photographed during the crossing.

O

ur route was spectacular as we
rounded successive internal
bluffs, each leading us higher
while also driving us right to the cliff
edge so the views into the canyon of
Deanes Creek were dramatic. Of
particular note were the exceptional
Cedar Wattle, Acacia elata trees in
flower which were interspersed with
flowering
Yellow
Bloodwoods,
Corymbia exima, creating a sea of
yellow and cream froth on top of the
forest canopy.
We headed due north where aerial
photos of the big slots that appear to
cut parallel slices off the north east
corner of Rock Island were compared
with the topographic map. To reach
these slots we needed to add a bit of
east into our progress north. The first
slot dropped down steeply, and
appeared to narrow towards the lower
end. A very narrow, almost too tight a
slot led to a lower cliff edge This was
an awesome spot, on the eastern cliff
edge with a 150m, sheer drop into
Deanes Creek. We were now about
15m below the top and threaded our
way along the base of this first line of
cliffs towards what we hoped would be

access up the next big slot. Distance
was about 300m.
The slot looked good. It even had a
small waterfall from the cliffs above
cascading into it before the actual
climb. On top, it was time to enjoy the
view and lunch in equal portions.
During lunch, the maps and aerial
photographs were again studied.
Immediately below us was the second
leg of the big slot, and possibly a way
around the base of the northern cliffs
of Rock Island.
This looked to be very interesting
country. Yuri went across to the
eastern side and had a look in. He
reported a reasonable and possibly
doable descent. The big question,
could we descend the slot in safety?
As
we
gathered
around
and
considered anchor points for a tape,
Brian the agile, was down in a flash
and exploring. He did well covering the
distance all the way to the slot exit
above the cliff edge and back in less
than five minutes. The verdict? We
could make this work. The rope/tape
anchor point was rather high, so an
11m tape and 13m rope were joined.

Way through
After a long drink we resumed walking.
Progressing along the base of the
northern cliff line for about 50m we
came to another amazing cleft which
was not a major geo fault like the two
parallel slots, but rather a cleavage
piece from the main cliff. It was wide
and long enough to walk through.

W

e soon came to the northern
end of the second slot and
decided,
with
some
clambering, it would be possible to
explore this slot, although it was not as
precise or deep as the North East
Split. Immediately around the next
bluff, we entered a long dry, high
overhang probably extended for more
than 200m which included flat areas,
ideal for camping.

As we are now so attuned to examine
overhangs, we immediately set about
checking for evidence of its possible
use as an Aboriginal site. Brian found
what can only be described as a tool
factory where flakes lay on the ground
in large numbers. He also found a
flattened stone that could have been
_______________________________

...an
(Aboriginal)
hand
stencil…in white ochre…
_______________________________
used as the lower stone of a grinding
mill. Dave explored the creek area and
found several poorly developed
grinding grooves as well as a deep
pool that would provide permanent
water. The next discovery was some
poorly executed line art which seemed
to be an image of an animal - but
exfoliation of the rock had left it
incomplete. The defining moment
came towards the south west end of
the overhang where I found a hand
stencil, executed in white ochre. There
were some other images but we could
not determine what they were meant
to represent. We had found another
occupation site, art gallery and more.
Ancient charcoal on the cave floor
would
probably
respond
corroboratively to carbon dating.

The people you meet…
By Judy O’Connor
Like all of us, I’ve met an amazing
array of people during many years of
walking – interesting, funny, daring
and, let’s face it, some downright
eccentric. But I never thought I’d meet
someone as amazing as I did on a
recent trek in Burma. The two-day trek
was unforgettable enough but when
the conversation got going and our
group swapped stories, one man stood
out like no other.

H

e wasn’t a celebrity - although I
found
out
later
he’s
a
household name in his country
of birth, Sweden - no unusual features
and quite modest and retiring. His
name is Christer Fuglesang and he
is…an Astronaut! Yes, a real live
Astronaut! He’s taken part in two
Space Shuttles and completed five
Spacewalks.
His
stories
were
fascinating and one that amused me
was about his Swiss army knife. ‘They
gave it to me to take into space,’ he
told me as he used it to trim a tree
branch for a walking pole. I noticed the
knife had a long piece of string
attached and something on the end.
‘Oh, that’s Velcro so you can stick it on
the inside of the spacecraft so it won’t
float away.’

F

urther around the cliffs to the
south there is a notch, and
below it yet another permanent
water source. This pool, fed by a
gentle and fine waterfall is about 6m x
4m and at least 2m deep. It had a
good population of tadpoles.
After all the excitement we stopped for
a drink and set a course back to the
vehicles. We decided on a gently
rising ridge that ultimately connected
to Old Coach Road. Distance walked
12.1km, total ascents 509m.

Christer takes a Spacewalk over Mt
Cook, New Zealand

200 years and just as
spectacular

This
year
marks
the
200th
anniversary of the first European
crossing of the Blue Mountains. The
club is marking the event with a
number
of
signature
walks
including a six day crossing from
Lapstone to Hartley Vale (Tony
Hickson), ramblings around prime
spots around Mt Hay (Kaye Birch),
history walks (Brian Fox) and many
more.

When did it all start?

Blaxland had arrived in NSW in 1805
and acquired land near Eastwood.
Keen to find new pastureland for his
sheep,
he
undertook
several
excursions before petitioning Governor
Macquarie for permission to form an
exploration party.
Lawson had trained as a surveyor in
England before joining the NSW
Corps. He arrived in Sydney in 1799
and fourteen years later, as an
experienced colonial officer with lands
at Prospect, he accepted Blaxland's
invitation to join the expedition.

W

entworth son of D'Arcy
Wentworth, was a currency
lad (locally-born European).
Educated in England, he returned to
the colony. He was appointed Acting
Provost
Marshall
by
Governor
Macquarie and granted 1750 acres on
the Nepean River. A future barrister,
author, and statesman, Wentworth's
youth and adventurous spirit made him
an obvious choice for the expedition.

First attempts to cross the mountains
were made about two years after the
arrival of the First Fleet; they were
mostly escaped convicts who followed
the rivers upstream only to be stopped
by rapids or sheer cliffs. Some
became lost in the deep gorges,
others were forced to turn back by
thick scrub.

F

rancis Barrallier (1773-1853),
aide de camp to Governor King,
led two expeditions into the
foothills in 1802. He discovered
Burragorang Valley but was prevented
from travelling further by a large
waterfall.

Famous three
In May 1813, Gregory Blaxland (35),
William Lawson (39) and William
Charles Wentworth (21) set out to find
a passage to the western plains by
following a line of ridges that ran
westward between two river valleys.

The expedition party also included a
local guide, three convict servants,
four pack horses and five dogs.
All three explorers kept journals –
Blaxland published his well known
account in 1823 and Wentworth wrote
enthusiastically about the landscape,
resources and future benefits to the
colony but, for those seeking to retrace
the explorers' trail, Lawson's journal
could be regarded as the most
important.
They left Blaxland's South Creek farm
(near St Marys) on 11 May, 1813,

heading for their first night's camp in
the foothills. The party quickly fell into
a daily routine which could explain
their success where others had failed.
Waiting until the dew had dried off the
bush each morning, they left two
servants with the horses and supplies
in camp. The men then navigated their
way through the thick scrub for about
8km, marking the trees on either side
of the trail, before turning back and
cutting a path for the horses to follow
the next day.

View from the top
It was tedious, time consuming work requiring the explorers to go over the
same ground three times in order to
make progress. After taking 21 days to
find a way through 80km of the most
rugged terrain in the Blue Mountains,
the party reached the heights of Mount
Blaxland. From there they saw a vast
expanse of forest and grass stretching
before them, rich enough to 'support
the stock of the colony for the next
thirty years.' (Blaxland, 1823)
With supplies running low, their
clothes and shoes in tatters and
several of the men ill, they ended their
expedition and headed for home. In
stark contrast, the return journey was
a simple matter, achieved in a third of
the time, as they had only to follow
their own clearly blazed trail.

N

ews of the explorers' success
was greeted with much fanfare
in Sydney. Though the party
had stopped short of crossing over the
mountains, a trail had been blazed.
With the way to the west now open,
plans were soon afoot to complete the
crossing.

After surveying the road, he pushed on
into the grassy plains beyond the
mountains
and
discovered
the
Macquarie and Lachlan Rivers.
Macquarie then commissioned William
Cox to build the road. With a team of
convict workers Cox completed the
task in less than six months.
Eager to see the new territory
for himself, Macquarie organised an
excursion over the mountains. He left
in 1815 with his wife and a group of 50
people including William Cox, the
Surveyor-General John Oxley, Major
Henry Colden Antill, Macquarie's aide
de camp, and John William Lewin, the
artist who was to make a visual record
of the excursion.
The Macquaries travelled by carriage,
stopping for lunch at Parramatta and
staying overnight at the King family's
farm at South Creek. They crossed the
Nepean River the next day and began
the climb to their first campsite. This
was named 'Spring Wood' by the
Governor. Once in the mountains, the
party witnessed first hand the
challenges faced by the road builders,
as well as the grandeur of the scenery.
Descending into the grassy plains on
the western side of the mountains,
they camped on the banks of the
Macquarie River for a week during
which time the Governor selected a
suitable site for the erection of a town
to be named Bathurst.
Extracted from: State Library NSW archives

Macquarie's crossing
When Blaxland, Wentworth and
Lawson
returned,
Governor
Macquarie quickly sent his assistant
surveyor-general, George William
Evans to investigate building a road
over the mountains. Evans set out in
1813 to retrace the explorers' trail.

Bathurst Plains 1815. Watercolour by
J.W. Lewin

Ghosts of Pulpit Hill
Climb a short distance behind the
famous Explorers’ Tree and you’ll
find another piece of history, a lot
less hailed and, until recent years,
pretty well forgotten as this 1949
newspaper report explains:

T

he road over the Blue
Mountains known in the early
days as the Bathurst Road, is
generally regarded as a monument to
the skill of William Cox, Sir Thomas
Livingstone Mitchell, and other great
road builders, but relics along the way
tell a different story. The road might
even be regarded as a monument to
the torture and sufferings of many
convicts.
A little more than a mile west of
Katoomba are the remains of the
Explorers' Tree, fittingly marked with a
tablet to honour Blaxland, Lawson,
and Wentworth, who made the first
European crossing, but on top of the
hill behind you will come to a grim
reminder of the sufferings of the
convict road builders. Here is a
convicts' cemetery, in which one can
distinguish the graves of at least 16
convicts who died during the building
of the road.

Mounds of rough stones
There are no marble tablets to mark
their graves, just crude mounds of
rough stones, no doubt gathered in
the surrounding bush by fellow
convicts, there is not even a fence
around the little cemetery.
Some idea of the sufferings of these
convicts may be gained from the story
of a convict named Connelly, who
escaped into the bush from the gang
engaged building the road down

Mitchell's Pass. At the top of this steep
pass there is a fine monument to the
memory of Mitchell, but the memorial
to Connelly is rather a crude one. Cut
into the sandstone bank it simply says
Connelly Escaped. He had been
chained to the rock with a heavy ball
and chain on each ankle. Despite this,
the desperate man jumped over the
side into the bush and was never seen
again. It is assumed he died of
starvation or was eaten by dingoes.

Convict graves Pulpit Hill

F

urther down the pass is a crude
drawing on the rock face of a
man with a head shaped like a
devil - marked The Boss. A few yards
from this is a reminder of the
treatment handed out to those convict
road builders. Cut into the rock is The
Forgotten Bridge Men. Four of the
convicts building the stone bridge near
this spot were chained to the rock for
some offence. The gang moved on
and these men were forgotten. They
were found some days later dead
from thirst, but before they died they
had carved the inscription on the rock
to which they were chained.
While this newspaper article is very
colourful and disturbing, there have
been other accounts of the graves
written since that time which throw
doubt on the number of people
buried and exactly who they were.
Perhaps one of our members may
have a story or two to add. Editor.

Tales from the Coast to
Coast
Walkers: Peter Blackband, Col
Prentice (leaders), Allison Boyle,
Alan Brennan, Peter Cunningham,
Natalie Cutler, Jennie Kelso, Helen
Kershaw, Rogo Owens, Simon
Tellam
By Natalie Cutler and group

Landslide start
Heavy
and
persistent
rain
accompanied by a landslide preemptied our arrival directly to St Bees
by rail. The UK had experienced ‘One
of the worst summers in British history’
- aren’t they all? We wondered if this
was an indication of the conditions that
would torment us for the next 17 days
as we began the Wainwright C2C
challenge.

A

fter arriving at St Bees by bus
we visited the local church built
in 1160 where we were
‘blessed’ with an impromptu recital
from the organist who, incidentally,
doubles as the cleaner. A behind the
scenes tour revealed the truckload of
bellows and pipes required to drive
this humble instrument.
Our first briefing from leaders Col and
Peter was over dinner and a pint
which set the scene for the next 16
nights – dinner, drink, briefing,
laughing…and bed.
Fortified by a Cumbrian breakfast we
began our first 24kms in overcast
weather. In Wainwright tradition we
wet our boots in the sea and took a
pebble to carry 304km from the Irish to
the North Sea. A beautiful coastal walk
with birdlife attracting our attention
held us in thrall until we turned right
and headed inland. The sun came out
and was to remain our much
appreciated companion for the next
five days.

Coast to the Lakes and beyond
First sight of the Lake District was at
Ennerdale where we followed the lake
on the south side prior to our group
decision whether to walk to Black Sail
YHA and up Loft Beck or venture up
the alternate route. The group split and
four hardy adventurers tackled the
high route via Haystacks and the rest
continued to Black Sail - a remote,
stone
building
surrounded
by
mountains. It‘s a meeting point for
walkers, climbers, cyclists and charity
event participants. In the middle of
nowhere it can be a busy place.

T

he weather was glorious and
you can imagine our delight to
find the hostel open with an
honesty system where tea, plunger
coffee and slabs of chocolate cake
could be purchased. We ascended
Loft Beck to stunning views back
towards Ennerdale Lake and the coast
beyond. A steep
_______________________________

If you get a bit of grit in
your boot, please treat it
with respect…it might be
me. AW.
____________________________
descent to Honister Pass and the old
slate mine took us to the traditional old
stone
houses
and
farms
of
Borrowdale. Just as we were about to
tuck into dinner, Col arrived in full
walking regalia and announced
everyone was safe despite their
challenging day. Drinks all round as
we settled in to hear their adventures
which involved a long climb up a
treeless hillside with no clear route
which gave access to marvellous
peaks with views forever - Red Pike,
High Crag and Haystacks (where AW's
ashes
were
scattered)
and
the wonderfully named Innominate
Tarn. Around Haystacks we reflected
on AW's entreaty should you get a bit
of grit in your boot, please treat it with
respect…it might be me.

AW stands for Alfred Wainwright,
credited as being architect of the C2C
and author of the first walking guide as
well as many other books on walking
in northern England. The ABC is
currently running a BBC’s series on his
walks. Col writes that he has a copy of
the famous man’s guidebook – not
typed, but handwritten.

flying, With but four faithful friends to
witness thy dying In the arms of
Helvellyn and Catchedicam.

O

ver
the
next
days
we
meandered along streams,
confronted steep climbs up
Langstrath Beck and Greenup Edge
with varieties of sheep as companions.
Grasmere, with Dove Cottage, home
to William Wordsworth, provided
coffee and supplies and was where we
had our most spiritual dinner, held at a
Quakers Retreat.
The climb out of Grasmere was steep,
600m along waterfalls to the top of
Grisedale Hause.
Half the party
continued up Helvellyn, England’s third
largest peak, while the rest followed
the streams along the valley arriving at
Patterdale on the banks of Ullswater.

Meanwhile in Hell-velyn
This abridged poem of Sir Walter Scott
says it best:
I climbed the dark brow of the mighty
Helvellyn, Lakes
and
mountains
beneath me gleamed misty and
wide; All was still, save by fits, when
the eagle was yelling, And starting
around me the echoes replied. On the
right, Striden-edge round the Red-tarn
was bending, And Catchedicam its left
verge was defending, One huge,
nameless rock in the front was
ascending, When I marked the sad
spot where the wanderer had died.
But meeter for thee, gentle lover of
nature, To lay down thy head like the
meek mountain lamb, When, wildered,
he drops from some cliff huge in
stature, And draws his last sob by the
side of his dam. And more stately thy
couch by this desert lake lying, Thy
obsequies sung by the gray plover

The girls at Whitehaven

L

eaving Patterdale involved a
steep climb up Angle Tarn
resulting in beautiful views to
Ullswater. Angle Tarn was the warm
up to Kidsty Pike (780m) the highest
point on the standard walk. We were in
the swing now and on reaching the top
congratulated ourselves, took photos
and agreed the climb up Kidsty had
not been that bad – we must be
getting fit, or, was it possible this
wasn’t Kidsty? Down we went only to
be told by amused onlookers that we
still had the hour long slog up Kidsty
ahead. Getting to the Peak of Kidsty
was a long cold and windy business;
we kept imagining what it would be like
in driving rain. After the second round
of photos we began our descent into
warmer weather ending the day with a
long walk along the edge of
Haweswater Reservoir to Bampton.
Next we visited Shap Abbey built
around 1200 and, although largely in
ruins, still boasts the impressive and
largely intact West Tower.

Rest Day
Simon, Peter C and Alan visited
Settle, a pretty town near Kirby
Stephen, with the highest train station
in the UK. Jennie and Helen rested
and shopped, while Natalie and

Allison relaxed with a masseuse who
has devised a special C2C massage.

River Swale to Robyn Hoods
Bay. Mud, moors and dales
A steep and never ending climb to the
Nine Standards, a group of dry stone
Standards reportedly created as a
decoy to marauding Scots. The climb
is rewarded with views to Lakeland.
Descending is a different matter – we
zigzagged around peat bogs and mud
resulting in shrieks of laughter and
inventive ’moves’ to avoid the ’stuck
boot syndrome’. We were rewarded,
this time at Ravenseat Farm by
Amanda’s famous scones.

The end at Robin Hood’s Bay

After walking through the green valley
of Swaledale, the market town of
Richmond provided opportunity for a
range of activities – a castle to
explore, shops, gardens and an
elegant Georgian theatre.
Following the river walk out of
Richmond, Peter B produced a great
treat – a visit to Kiplin Hall an
impressive stately home with gardens,
pond and tearoom. The afternoon saw
our first brief spell of serious rain
which contributed to the mud we
squelched through the following day
before arriving at Ingleby Cross. Our
host produced a marvellous roast
dinner while her husband, who tended
the bar, ensured the night progressed
seamlessly from dinner to disco
(complete with rotating 70s disco ball)
followed by a much anticipated
Karaoke session.

A steep climb out of Ingleby Cross,
accompanied by a series of ups and
downs in the afternoon along the
escarpment, led us to the summit of
the Wain Stones – a dramatic outcrop
of dry stones which have to be tackled
prior to the steep decent to Clay Bank
Top. Next day we had lunch at the
highest pub in the UK, The Lion Inn, a
remote but surprisingly busy spot on
our way to Glaisdale.

Home stretch
The final stretch resembled the whole
trip condensed into one very full 26km
day with the full gambit of conditions
experienced throughout the previous
18 days - a mixed bag of weather,
scenery, terrain and wildlife.
It began with a treat for our rail
enthusiasts – the Esk Valley steam
train appeared briefly at Grosmont
station. It was quite a spectacle – and
that was just the driver and guard.
Vast amounts of steam bellowed out of
the engine and our cameras clicked
furiously. The excitement helped
propel us up the exceptionally steep
climb out of town. After a trudge over
another exposed, desolate, cold and
windy moor, we arrived at the
picturesque hamlet of Littlebeck, the
sun came out and after a lovely walk
through a glen, the lure of Midge Hall
tea garden with scones and cakes
proved irresistible. The Coast to Coast
could be renamed the Cake to Cake or
Scone to Scone, depending on
preference.

W

e had more mud, bog and
dodged a storm before
making the final turn to the
coast and seeing, for the first time, the
postcard perfect final destination. At
Robin Hoods Bay we headed to the
beach and threw the pebbles we had
carried from the Irish Sea into the cold
North Sea.
It is tradition to have a celebration

drink at Wainwright’s Bar and our
group, although tired, managed to
embrace this tradition wholeheartedly.
The pub also has a C2C book to sign
and we duly recorded that members of
The Bush Club had completed the
walk.

over rocks and water. At the top
another navigational error as ground
boggy and no visible path. Finally
found the twin cairns so sat and had
lunch before an awkward descent
along a rocky and waterlogged path.
Had our first rest day in Grassmere

But wait…there’s more…

he walk to Patterdale was a Day
from Hell with wet, strong winds
and a climb of 600m. The
forecast was dreadful, rain getting
heavier, winds up to 80mph and fog.
We thought we would be okay as we
were not taking the high route.
Weatherproof pants, gortex jackets,
covers on backpacks etc – but all to no
avail. We got thoroughly drenched
and Beth was almost blown downhill;
she actually did fall and suffered a
bruised elbow and sore nose. There
were severe climbs, raging torrents, no
track to be seen and horrendous wind
constantly blowing We had to walk
bending over to compensate.

By John Hungerford

T

he day Col Prentice’s party
arrived at Robin Hood’s Bay,
John
and
Elizabeth
Hungerford started from St Bees to
walk the same trail. Here are some of
their impressions:
Light rain turned to mist as we climbed
380m to Ennerdale Bridge on our
second day where we were told you
could see the Isle of Man on a good
day (but not this day). Walking in the
mist was eerie but very different. The
terrain was boggy and we had trouble
finding the way.
Our next day to Rosthwaite was
strenuous climing from 120m to 600m
then down to 120m. The rocky but
flattish start had wonderful views
across the water to farms and pine
forest. A really difficult clamber over
Robin Hood's Chair, with Beth wishing
she’d stayed home.
After Black Sail YHA the steep path up
600m of Loft Beck, was hard to find
and boggy on top. After the stony
descent to Honister Slate Mine we had
a welcome cup of tea and Beth
decided after walking (or clambering)
18km, she had jelly legs so she caught
a bus to Rosthwaite while John walked
the final 5km.
The weather to Grasmere was
excellent but the day difficult. A flat
start for 3km along Stonethwaite Beck
turned into a steep climb to Greenup
Edge (600m) with much clambering

T

Next day was too wet to walk the trail
and cross the becks so we caught a
steamer from Glenridding along
Ullswater to Pooley Bridge. Our B&B
at Bampton Grange overlooked an old
church which was very nice except the
bell chimed every quarter hour
throughout the night.

Mud mixture
A night at Orton then on the way to
Kirkby Stephen we found an old stone
circle and lots of stiles which took up a
lot of time as each side had piles of
mud mixed with sheep/cow droppings.
By this time, I’d invested in a pair of
gaiters – up to my knees.

O

n the walk to Keld, we travelled
separately with Beth and two
friends she’d met on the way
walking along the road and later
accepting a lift from a driver of a
support vehicle while I walked with
another friend we’d met along the Blue
route from Nine Standards Rigg. The

boggy sections were like ravines of
black wet sludge. There was a whole
series of them, about every 50m. At
one stage, my leg sunk down to the
top of my new gaiters.

N

ext day we walked briskly along
the
low
route
through
Swaledale valley in an attempt
to get to Reeth before the museum
closed. Chatted to an old guy who had
two ferrets in a cage plus a boot load
of freshly killed rabbits. A car came
along and stopped at a gate we all had
to go through so we asked if they were
going to Reeth. The passenger (from
Latvia) said she didn't know where
they were going. So we asked the
driver (from Malta). He agreed to take
us the 5km but when we got to the
museum (with an hour to spare) it was
closed. (the guide book was wrong).
We had a rest day in Richmond where
Beth went to the hospital to have her
shin which she’d skinned on a stile,
attended to. Hospital was free but not
the pharmacy.
The next couple of days were drizzley
and slightly uphill. On the way from
Danby Wiske to Ingleby Cross we had
lunch sitting on a hay bale in a
farmer's barn to escape the wet.
Our walk to Clay Bank Top (we stayed
at Great Broughton) was bumpy with
an early climb and four noticeable ups
and downs. Beth did well to struggle
up the final hill before scrambling
through the Wainstones. While looking
for the best way to take, I noticed the
route that skirted to the left had broken
away and we later learned that a UK
couple had fallen, causing the break.
We rang the B&B and after walking
another hour they collected us from
Clay Bank Top and drove us 5km to
the B&B.
After another rest day there was a
nasty climb on the way to Blake Ridge

which levelled and became an easy
walk along a disused railway track. We
saw lots of feeder stations for grouse
and grouse butts where shooters hide
before shooting the birds.
After a night in Glaisdale, Beth took
the bus to Whitby while I walked to
Grosmont and took the steam train to
Whitby where we visited James Cook
Memorial Museum. Bus back to
Grosmont then a nasty 200m climb
over 3km followed by an easy 3km to
the B&B at Littlebeck. Saw beaters
herding the grouse ready for next
day’s shoot.

W

e avoided an unexpected
boggy section on the way to
Robin Hood’s Bay by taking a
road route for about 5km then down
the hill to dip our boots in the North
Sea. Would have thrown in our
pebbles from St Bees had I not lost
them. Had a beer in the Bay Hotel,
signed the book and collected our
Certificates.
_______________________________

Letter to the Editor

A

year or so ago, after a hiking in
New Zealand, I was coming
through Customs at Sydney
airport.
I had ticked ‘yes’ to having food and
was asked what I had. I emptied a
small plastic bag of items which
included a couple of packets of Back
Country Cuisine. The inspector picked
them up and started reading the
ingredients. I’m sure he must have
checked out these packets many times
before, but I guess he was just doing
his job He then asked about my boots
and, although they had been scrubbed
clean, there were a few bits of grass
sticking to the insides. He asked if I
had been wearing gaiters. I told him I
hadn’t because it was too wet to
bother. Next he asked …

‘Do you know Michael Keats?’
‘Yes, I know Michael.’
Inspector: ‘Off you go then.’
Obviously it’s not what you know, but
who you know that counts. Thanks
Michael.
Lyn Jamieson

75 National Parks…here we
come

N

ext year we will celebrate the
75th birthday of the formation of
The Bush Club. Leading up to
the celebration in Spring 2014, we are
seeking to hold club walks to 75
National Parks. A record of each will
be included in a publication to be
released to mark the occasion. Any
trip by a leader of at least 5km within
any National Park in Australia or
overseas is eligible to be listed. Just
one trip from each National Park will
be included, so get in early. Our
previous president Bob Taffel is coordinating the event. Further details
will follow in the Newsletter and
Bulletin, but details can be sent now
for listing in forthcoming programs. Do
mark your trip as a 75th birthday
submission.
Online
www.bushclub.org.au
Email
walkssecretary@gmail.com
Letter
PO Box 3079, Regents Park,
NSW 2143.

Welcome to new members
Bill Bondoc, Mark Armstrong, Anne
Armstrong, Joan Walsh, Christine
Carter, Suzanne Barr, Paul Harmata,
Kerry Doherty, Mary Lowes, Glenn
Goodacre,
Valerie
Rice,
Helen
Newman, Michael Henderson, Sonja
Pettersen, Mary Byrne.

Superman and
Get the Gong

Lois

Lane

By Kaye Birch

Morrie Donovan, known as a popular
pack-walk leader (especially for his
‘cruisey’ walks which occasionally end
up being a little more than that!),
joined the Weekday Paddlers for a
week kayaking the Murrumbidgee
River between Jugiong and Wagga
Wagga in mid March.
Morrie and partner Jocelyn Gaskill
were the only couple in a Canadian
canoe which turned out to be very
fortuitous, with the rest of us in kayaks.
In a former life, Morrie was a
competitive white-water canoeist who
spent many years coaching his
children
at
state,
national
and
international level. He has
paddled most of the competition whitewater rivers in Southeast Australia.
Both his children competed at World
Championships.
On the first day, the decision was
made to put-in further downstream
from Jugiong due to the perceived
slowness of the river - water had not
been released from the dam for
several weeks.
After passing the
confluence of the Murrumbidgee and
the Tumut Rivers, the water speed
picked up a little, with a few Grade 1
rapids. Several kilometres past the
confluence, we turned a sharp corner
with trees obstructing passage except
for a small exit-point. Peter and I were
near to the front of the very long line of
kayakers (27 in total) and just before
the narrow exit point, noticed two
single kayaks overturned with their
owners sitting on the shore – at least
they were safe, even though getting
their kayaks emptied of water later
proved to be a lengthy process.
One lady however misjudged the exit
point and slammed into the jammed
logs. The force of the water pinned
her against a wall of tree limbs with
one leg caught in her kayak, now

submerged.
Peter and I had no
choice at that point other than to
paddle through the fast flowing exit
point, despite hearing her screams for
help.
Morrie and Jocelyn, further back in the
group, immediately swung into action,
along with another pair of doublekayakers in a shorter plastic craft. The
lady was in a drastic situation, clinging
for dear life onto a tree branch, with
one foot wrapped over the top and the
other
leg
pinned
underneath.
Immediately it was obvious this was an
area where Morrie knew exactly what
he was doing. He acted calmly and
decisively,
providing
strong
encouragement for her to hang on,
despite her terrified state and loud
screams for help.

A

fter what seemed like an
eternity – with the group now
split onto both sides of the river
looking on in horror, Morrie was
eventually able to drag her from her
tenuous position into his ample canoe.
It must be mentioned that Jocelyn is a
very strong paddler and did more than
her share in the physically exhausting
rescue procedure. In the dramatic
rescue attempt, the other plastic
double kayak capsized, throwing both
kayakers into the fast flowing waters,
however they were able to swim to the
bank.
Then
followed
the
long
and
complicated attempt at freeing the
plastic double, having decided that the
lady’s fibreglass kayak was firmly
lodged
and
appeared
beyond
salvation.
Eventually the plastic
double, after being squashed almost
flat, was freed with a lot of rope work,
mainly directed by Morrie whilst the
traumatised lady-paddler was taken by
road back to our accommodation.
That evening over our BBQ dinner,
with the victim having considerably
recovered from her ordeal, another
couple who were part of the kayak
rescue team, decided to lighten the
mood by making awards to those who

did the most in the rescue. With
permission I quote from their speech:
…in Cannes this would be the Palm
d’Or award; if it was the end of a
cricket test, its would be Man of the
Match award; if the date was 26
January, it would be Australian of the
Year award. It was finally decided that,
as rescuer extraordinaire and general
superhero, Morrie be awarded the
Superman award, most impressively
supported by his own Lois Lane Jocelyn.
(The lady’s fibreglass Mirage kayak
was eventually salvaged the following
day – and unbelievably, it was still in
one piece and with only two small
cracks (in either side) which can be
fairly easily repaired).

How would this look in the
tourist brochures?
By Judy O’Connor

…the crowd was so immense that
those struggling to get out of the
building slammed head on into those
fighting to get in and absolute gridlock
would take hold. Fighting and
savagery ensued.
There were so many stabbings, so
much
violence…functions
were
regularly interrupted because of the
constant need to reconsecrate the
church each time blood was shed.
Germans, French, Italians tried to
drown each other out with lyres,
drums, flutes, pan-pipes, trumpets,
harps, zithers while others prayed,
read psalms, wept for their sins. The
sick and deformed were huddled in the
basement, their coughs, ravings and
smell of putrefying flesh blending with
the waves of incense above.
A bad nightmare? Scene from a
disaster movie?

No.
A 10th century description of
Santiago de Compostela, the famous
and now highly popular (especially
since the movie The Way) finishing
point for the 800km Way of St James
pilgrimage in northern Spain.

L

ike many members, I had
modern day expectations of what
the experience would be like
when I walked (part of) the pathway
several years ago – fun, sociable,
scenic, showers and warm beds,
maybe a bit of inner reflection - but it
wasn’t until I’d delved into the religious
history that I got the real benefit.

At its peak in the Middle Ages, up to
two million people a year (around 5000
a day) were said to make the trek to
the cathedral, the supposed burial
place of St James the Greater, the
brother of Saint John the Evangelist.
They took to the road for years,
suffering and destitute, some dying,
being robbed along the way and
exploited by church officials who
demanded
gifts
and
payments.
Pilgrims were even told that if they
died on the road with money in their
pockets, they would surely go to hell –
so, on their deathbeds presumably,
they handed it over.

T

he
pilgrimage
was
a
punishment; some might be
required to travel with nothing
but a loincloth while a murderer might
walk with the murder weapon chained
to his body for all to see. Another
reason was the desire for a miracle
(the old roads must have been choked
with the sick and dying) which could
only occur by being in the presence of
holy relics, usually a body part such as
a head, arm, tooth or bit of bone.
Pilgrims believed that a spiritual power
radiated from these relics; some might
crawl into the area containing the
tombs of saints to get closer, eat dust

or the mortar of saints’ tombs, drink
water used to wash tombs or the wine
to wash the saints’ body part.
They were fierce and desperate times
with people struggling and competing
for survival in the hands of a corrupt
and unforgiving church. Not really the
gentle, spiritual transcending, purifying
experience many modern-day pilgrims
see it as.
The pilgrimage declined with the
advent of the Black Death, Protestant
Reformation and political unrest in 16th
century Europe. By the 1980s only a
few pilgrims a year were arriving in
Santiago but when it became a
UNESCO World Heritage site in1987,
the floodgates opened again and now
thousands of people walk The Way.
How many bother or are interested in
mentally reconstructing the experience
through medieval eyes is debateable. I
suspect not many – and they are the
ones missing out on what it’s all about.
Extracts from Pilgrimage to the End of the
World by Conrad Rudolph.

Think about it
Please think about making a
contribution to our next Newsletter.
The more people who write, send
photos or spread interesting news to
members, the better. You don’t have
to be word perfect and, while it’s
always good to get articles and photos
about walking trips, we also welcome
topics on wider issues such as:
• History
• First aid
• Anecdotes
• Book reviews
• Equipment
• Useful advice
• Letter to the Editor, etc
•
Articles should be no more than
1000 words. Please email your
contributions (or if you would like to
discuss an idea to JudyOConnor
bushclubeditor@gmail.com

